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FOREWORD
Dear Boxing Scotland Membership,

Welcome to the 2021 Boxing Scotland annual report.

As my very first report out to the members, I would just like

to say how privileged I am to have been given the

opportunity to be your Chief Executive Officer. I never

underestimate the challenges within the sport of boxing, but

I am confident that, with you help, we have an extremely

bright future for our clubs and boxers of tomorrow.

COVID has impacted and devastated many lives as we

know over the past 18 months, and the challenges that this

has brought to society as a whole will be with us for many

years to come as we recover. We have to work together as

a team in ensuring that we create those conditions for

success; whether that be attendance through the week for

those ever-demanding training sessions, the preparation

for club shows and our respective national championship

events, or those who bid to be successful through the

development programme and future alignment to the Elite

Boxing Group (EBG); we must continue with the team ethos

and apply those core values that we all hold dearly.

Our stakeholders have been extremely important during

the past year, and I extend my thanks out to all those clubs

who continued to support, register, and remain in regular

communication with the Boxing Scotland Regional

Development Officers (RDOs) throughout the pandemic.

The RDOs have remained pivotal throughout and have

advised, guided, and supported where and when

necessary. I note a number of clubs who have continued to

work hard in the background to find that ever so needed

funding source. Our RDOs have conducted their business

with the approach needed to ensure we provide that key

support.

Our partners within sportscotland have assisted us greatly

throughout the pandemic. The focus on COVID and the very

latest government direction has been a welcomed source

of information to allow Boxing Scotland to shape the

narrative for our clubs and international management. I

have been impressed with the detail, which as you know

has certainly not been an easy process. Whilst we head

towards level 0, Boxing Scotland has enabled a first across

the UK to host a national outreach boxing event. The pilot

event will take place within the High-Performance Centre

towards the back end of August 2021 (COVID restrictions

allowing).

As we look ahead over the next few years and into the

future, I am confident that the strength of our boxing culture

and the quality of our people and organisation will ensure

that Boxing Scotland will overcome any challenges that lay

ahead, and we will continue to be successful.

Before we move into the main part of the report, I would

just like to thank Boxing Scotland for the warm welcome in

all respects from across the membership and staff, some

really great messages of support. Equally to both the

Chairman and Board of Directors, by allowing this honour

to take Boxing Scotland to the fore in line with our strategic

objectives ‘On the front foot’. I look forward to some

fantastic boxing and indeed meeting you all out there on the

circuit over the next twelve months.

Yours in boxing and my very best wishes to you all.

CHRIS ROBERTS OBE
Chief Executive Officer Boxing Scotland

FOREWORD
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PERFORMANCE PERFORMANCE
OVERVIEW

Adopting the ‘Adapt and Overcome’ theme from the

beginning of lockdown, a Remote Training Programmewas

implemented for all our Elite Boxer Group athletes (EBG)

throughout the lockdown and restricted months. Not an

easy process, we are pleased to highlight some key remote

training outputs;

• 18 ‘Adapt and Overcome Training videos, with circa-1

million views to date

• 8 ‘Youtube Live Training’ videos

• 5 Pre-recorded Youtube Training videos

• Over 30 ‘Zoom Live Training’ videos

In addition to both Group and Individual Remote sessions,

weekly contact was made with every boxer to monitor

health, wellbeing, and morale. Upon sportscotland

ratification of our Return to Training (RTT) plan in August

2020, the EBG embarked on an intensive travel

programme, with consecutive Camps in Russia, Lithuania,

and Serbia. Travel plans were then halted in November

2020 due to the increase in lockdowns throughout Europe

at that time, upon which an amended full contact RTT plan

was agreed which permitted the EBG to conduct the full

training process within our High-Performance Centre

(HPC).

A further Remote Training Plan was then introduced in

January 21 due to the escalating COVID-19 situation. The

EBG then RTT at the start of February 21 and following an

robust block of training within our HPC, an intense camp

and competition programmewas conducted which saw our

EBG attend various events as listed below.

In addition to the EBG activity, an appropriate remote

programme was implemented for the Development Group

(DG) and Next Generation Groups (NG) respectively.

ELITE BOXING GROUP CAMP AND COMPETITION ACTIVITY

You will note below the recent activity by the EGB; some extensive and well-established events gaining that all valuable

experience towards future events and targeting key performance indicators:

DATE ACTIVITY LOCATION REMARKS

2020

16th – 29th Aug General Phase Camp England First Camp post lockdown

09th – 19th Sep Sparring Camp Russia

19th – 29th Sep Sparring Camp Lithuania

05th– 11th Oct Golden Gloves Youth Multi-Nation Serbia 1 x Bronze Medal

14th – 28th Oct Sparring Camp Russia

2021

29th Jan – 07th Feb Residential Camp HPC

18th – 21st Feb Residential Camp HPC

25th – 28th Feb Residential Camp HPC

04th – 07th Mar Residential Camp HPC

18th – 21st Mar Residential Camp HPC

24th Mar – 04th Apr Sparring Camp and Dual Match Ukraine SCO 6 – UKR 5

09th – 24th Apr AIBA World Youth Championships Poland

21st – 28th Apr Belgrade Winners Multi-Nation Serbia 1 x Silver Medal

12th – 16th May Socikas Multi-Nation Lithuania 1 x Gold, 4 x Bronze

17th – 25th Jun EUBC U22 European Championship
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investment into our Performance Programme for the Paris
Olympic cycle. As per last year’s report, we still have the
following 3 Boxers on the GB WCP:

• 52kg Aqeel Ahmed
• 75kg Sean Lazzerini
• 91kg Scott Forrest

CLUB ENGAGEMENT/PATHWAY PROGRAMME

From the initial lockdown back in March 2020, our
Performance Team have worked above and beyond in
terms of club and membership engagement, primarily via
social media platforms as highlighted regarding our
training videos.

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the commencement of the
4th cycle of the Performance Pathway Programme has
been delayed until October 2021, COVID-19 regulations
permitting.

As previously communicated, and due to the postponement
of the Pathway Programme, an extraordinary assessment
will be delivered in August 21, to provide the appropriate
boxers an opportunity to gain selection onto the EBG,
Development Group or Next generation Group.

SPONSORSHIP

We are delighted to report securing with KSD Group, a
multi-million-pound Building Maintenance company, who
will provide capital investment, value in kind and
employment opportunities for our EBG boxers.
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OPERATIONS REVIEWOPERATIONS REVIEW
PERFORMANCE PROMISE

As a high-profile organisation in a sport where the elite

level traditionally retains close links with our grassroot

clubs, the Boxing Scotland Performance Team recognises

that its responsibilities extend beyond winning medals and

that is has an obligation to represent sport in the right way,

which is turn seeks to have that positive impact in all four

corners within our areas of responsibility.

From both an operations and commercial perspective we

constantly strive to seek better opportunities for the

company. Some of our key stakeholders have been

involved for some time now in terms of supporting our

output, just touching on some of those key components and

what/how these benefit both the company and organisation

as a whole.

CHAIR AND BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Continue to support, guide, and advise the Chief Executive

and Operations Team in many areas across our daily

workstrands; the board meetings have been diarised

throughout the year, and post COVID, we are back on track

with our four organised meetings throughout the calendar

year. A vital part of Boxing Scotland’s continued

development, and the wider understanding of the ever-

changing landscape.

DISTRICT SUPPORT

Communication is key at this time, particularly, and as

already mentioned, whilst we take ourselves out of the

current COVID situation. The areas of development and

certainly the latest club information requires support from

across our 3 districts. We need to continue to evolve and to

take the organisation forward.

ALL PARTY PARLIAMENTARY GROUP (APPG)

Regular contact with our Public Affairs representative,

along with the GB and Home Nations CEOs has allowed, as

a group, the opportunity to create a ‘One Voice’ concept.

This has been a really worthwhile opportunity to bring

together MPs and MSPs during our most difficult times as

a sport. Influence in helping government to understand the

benefits of boxing within our communities creates those

wider opportunities in relation to funding, but most

importantly, to bring all those good news stories to the

forefront of our core business.

COMMUNICATIONS

In line with the most recent KPMG report and the extremely

positive message coming out of that document, we

continue our work in relation to the Communications

Strategy. We are developing the lines of communication

externally via our https://www.boxingscotland.org/ website

and social media platforms. The Regional Development

Officers have been pivotal in this work; to include good

news stories, COVID updates moving forward, UK Anti-

Doping Framework, amongst a few. The ‘new’ newsletter

has been well received, which has now been rolled out to

AIBA and their respective communications team. Direction

and guidance has been sort via the expertise within our

Board of Directors, particularly those linked to key

announcements. We will constantly explore other avenues

which will assist in keeping Boxing Scotland ahead of the

communications and marketing profile and the very latest

campaign footing.

LIVE STREAMING

We are currently in communication with a company who

has developed an OTT media platform for the safe and

secure distribution of sporting content for governing

bodies, clubs, teams, and athletes in sport. The platform

includes the ability to record, store and distribute visual

content (streams and video on demand). The Service

includes a content management platform for saving and

storing the video content which can be used by the partner/

membership and the affiliated clubs to distribute live and

video on demand tickets for viewing by supporters through

a platform web player. Boxing Scotland are currently

negotiating with the company to offer up a system for all to

benefit; this should be concluded through the month of

August 2021.

FORECAST OF EVENTS (FOE)

In line with the Boxing Scotland Battle Rhythm, the team

are now looking in advance at future events, but also dates

that our strategies, course programming, funding,

sportscotland business and other major events are

identified for review. This is vital ground covered in support

of our members in ensuring that we exploit every avenue

available for future development.

BOXING SCOTLAND INCLUSION TOOLKIT

The Boxing Scotland Toolkit began with a journey through

the introduction to the Inclusive Practice module created by

Scottish Disability Sport and sportscotland. The module

was designed to help everybody working with participants

at all levels of ability to deliver high quality inclusive

physical activity and sport. Boxing Scotland remains

committed to the principles and contents of the course and

recommends that all users complete the module for wider

understanding and situational awareness. Coaches and

volunteers can influence the physical activity behaviours of

learners with disabilities and the module aims to increase

coach/volunteer knowledge of potential participants, to

provide tips on how to communicate effectively and to

increase understanding of inclusive practice. The module

can be found at the following Introduction - Boxing Scotland

Inclusion Toolkit (boxingscotlandtoolkit.org). In recognition

and support of this work, Boxing Scotland would like to

publicly thank all those who had input into the Toolkit

including, but not limited to:

• Heather Lowden – Scottish Disability Sport (SDS)

• Richard Brickley OBE – Scottish Disability Sport (SDS)

• Martino Corazza – International Mixed Ability Sports

(IMAS)

• Sarah-Jane Murray – Unorthobox

• Stuart Dixon – Rock Steady Boxing (RSB) Glasgow

• Dr Greig Nicol – Boxing Scotland Medical Commission

• Kevin Brooks – Boxing Scotland Club Coach

A special vote of thanks goes out to Scott Dyer of

Midlothian Boxing Club; Scott has supported Boxing

Scotland in more ways that you would imagine, and has

absolutely been pivotal in our disability work, adding his

own experiences to the challenges following his own

battles in the face of adversity; ‘he is a true inspiration to

our organisation and an exemplar of boxing spirit’.

VOLUNTEER STRATEGY

This is linked to the ongoing work that we are producing

alongside the R&J pathway.

OFFICIALS PATHWAY

As an overview, the pathway has now been developed and

in place to complement the Boxing Scotland Strategic

Development Plan 2019-2023 (Building New Foundations), to

include, influence and inspire amateur boxing officials at all
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OPERATIONS REVIEWOPERATIONS REVIEW
levels; to promote and develop through the medium of

boxing, physical health and wellbeing, mental health and

wellbeing, and social cohesion. Transforming lives is at the

heart of our core business – along with:

• Laying down the foundations of good sporting and
ethical practice

• Recognising and encouraging knowledge, skill, and

experience

• Empowering our people, therefore creating the

conditions for success

Officials Pathway; we have created a systematic, all-

inclusive officiating programme, that engages and prepares

our volunteers to be successful, in order to achieve their

highest goals in the sport of boxing – both now and into the

future.

COURSEREVIEWANDDEVELOPMENT

• Supervisor – course content, examinations, assessors,

and evaluation

• Referee and Judge/TK – course content, examinations,

assessors, and evaluation

• Computer Operator – selected volunteers and future

development

• Competition Manager – an opportunity to develop in

other areas for the future

Concurrent business:

– Officials Committee recruitment and support to

individual/team aspirations

– Unconscious Bias

– Club liaison

– Anti-doping education

AIBAR&JDEVELOPMENT

Under the current theme of ‘officials’ the CEO Boxing

Scotland, who is the Chair of the AIBA Referee and Judges

Committee, gives a quick ‘heads-up’ on international

workstrands and the areas that will be beneficial for Boxing

Scotland R&Js in the future; key areas of work that have been

developed over the past 4 months:

• An online e-learning programme that will assist all R&Js

with continuous professional development and themany

important training methods that will be required to

educate our people

• Included within the Referee and Judges Manual is the

Code of Conduct; again, this requires further work which

will support our ethics and behaviour; doing the right

thing on a difficult day is key to our success – ensuring

that our code of conduct is robust enough for our

championship challenges

• A key area of work is the production of a new

qualification; this will be in the form of an AIBA Auditor.

A number of specialists from within our organisation,

whether that be competition management, fully

understanding the function of our R&Js, evaluators and

senior delegates, those highly selected few will provide

that internal validation and assurance mechanism that

will give the President the confidence that his

organisation is moving in the right direction

• The AIBA Instructor manual is currently being re-

constructed to support our pathway. Instructors will

need to be educated to the very highest of standards to

deliver the ‘brand new’ R&J Certification Course which is

due to be delivered as early as October 21; this will be

applied to all those R&Js in the first instance, who are to

be selected through a robust mechanism and process in

preparation for the Elite Men’sWorld Championships, to

take place in Belgrade at the end of October this year.

Education will continue for those who are to be

considered as the very best candidates across AIBA

• Wehave a ‘look forward to’ a new scoring systemwhich

will be introduced later in the year. Key members of

AIBA discussed earlier in July how this new product

would be put together; certainly, exciting times for our

sport both now and into the future – we owe this to our

boxers and the development of our youth in the future.

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT FOR BOXING
SCOTLAND - TO STRIVE FOR PERFECTION IN
EVERYTHINGWEDO

The considerable growth and results we have achieved in

recent years are underpinned by our commitment to

continuous improvement and management of Boxing

Scotland.

KMPGAUDIT

KPMG undertook its most recent review of Boxing Scotland

in February 21 as part of the sportscotland Scottish

Governing Body development programme. The review, the

self-assessment process and subsequent field verification

was led by our Head of Operations, Marianne Crichton with

support from our sportscotland Partnership Manager Ewen

Cameron. Recommendations in the past have been made to

support us in improving our governance and procedures on

ourway to becoming a ‘World Class’ organisation. TheKPMG

final report was received in March 21 with an overall rating

of ‘satisfactory, with comments’, including 13mediumpriority

findings; we successfully achieved our 2019-2023

sportscotland agreed long-term outcome. This has been

confirmed as being an excellent result for Boxing Scotland.

Feedback on the review by the sportscotland Partnership

Manger at the March 21 board meeting was extremely

positive; sportscotland are confident that Boxing Scotland

are continuously making efforts to ensure that we meet our

strategic objectives. In addition. it was noted that significant

progress has been achieved since the previous development

audit. The Operations Team will monitor the progress of our

core business with diarised meetings to understand how

progress has been made throughout the forthcoming year.

All recommendations fall in line with our commitment to

continuous improvement.We are also taking a pro-active and

progressive approach to equalities, inclusion, and

participation, continuously making efforts to ensure that we

meet our mission, vision and updated strategic objectives.

Continuous improvement is an approach in which Boxing

Scotland seeks to maintain and manage, to support and

implement changes to make the services and products we

provide better quality and more appealing to our key

stakeholders. The potential benefits of continuous

improvement through an audit process are substantial, and

even more valuable at a time when the sport necessitates a

global uplift. Through making better use of our own and

others’ expertise we can make a significant difference to the

quality of the sport for ‘our people’, both current and future

generations. We understand the importance of constant

change, but the ability to understandwhat is right and howwe

must seek to improve our function in the ‘operational sporting

delivery space’.

With the Boxing Scotland Strategy, coupledwith its strong link

to themembership, HomeNations and GB Boxing, through to

our Board of Directors, make creating a corporate sporting

culture of continuous improvement extremely beneficial. The

staff and membership engagement add another layer of

confidence in managing change; we are in an ever-changing

environment and the conditions set previously seem

something now of a distant past. We are keen to improve our

practices in recognising ‘what good looks like’. We will work

hard to ensure good governance and will exploit those areas

of excellence so that continuous improvement remains at the

very forefront or our core business. We are keen to identify

and to unlock the prospect of unrivalled access to emerging

good and best practice.
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REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

NATIONAL ROADSHOWS

The National Roadshows continue to be a success; these

are jointly arranged by the RDOs. The feedback received

from clubs has been extremely positive and they have

welcomed the opportunity to get together and hear first-

hand about the exciting progress being made. Our next

roadshow will be held in the summer. The development

team have also organised and began communication with

the districts in the form of a Tri District meeting with the

District Secretaries and Presidents. The keeping-in-touch

programme has proved to have been a real benefit to the

wellbeing of our members.

FACILITIES FUNDING AWARDS

Congratulations should go to Bravehearts Boxing Club who

in January 21 secured £100,000 from the Facility Fund in

order to renovate their Club in Whithorn, Dumfries and

Galloway. The Project they are part of is called ‘All roads

lead to Whithorn”. Congratulations should also go to

Inspire, Motivate, Celebrate (IMC) Project; a Boxing Club

who in February secured £75,000 from the Facility Fund in

order to renovate their Club in Saltcoats, East Ayrshire. In

total, the RDOs have supported clubs with many different

options, details and information to source funding support

and grants; the total of that figure comes to around circa-

£450,000 throughout the duration of the COVID pandemic;

note, and continues at the time of writing this report.

BOXING SCOTLANDNATIONAL GUIDANCE

Over the last 18 months we have worked on 20 versions of

the Boxing Scotland COVID guidance. We continue to

remain up to date by reading the latest Government,

sportscotland guidance and a wide range of SGBs across

OVERVIEW

It has been an extremely challenging and busy reporting period for the development team. Our main aims over this last year

have been to identify funding and provide continued support across our 113member clubs. The teamhave advised from general

club advice, COVID guidance questions and continuing to identify funding streams that affiliated clubs are able to access.

the UK and further afield. We continue to work closely with

sportscotland, Public Health Scotland and Ewen Cameron

our Lead Manager at sportscotland with the development

and approval of any further guidance. This key work has

assisted our member clubs to continue operating and

providing a safe environment for our members.

BOXING SCOTLANDWEBSITE

Work is currently ongoing continuing to refresh/update our

site. At this moment the club page has been changed to

make it easier for clubs and members to find club

documentation.

A separate and dedicated Child Wellbeing and Protection in

Sport page has been established on the Boxing Scotland

website. This can be assessed from the direct link on the

home page. Also, a separate UK Anti-doping page has also

be produced.

CHILDWELLBEING AND PROTECTION
TRAINING

Virtual Child Wellbeing and Protection in Sport training is

being delivered since the beginning of 21 specifically to the

Boxing Scotland membership. The first virtual workshop

was delivered on 23 March with a further 3 workshops

being delivered to date with 62 individual boxing club

members having updated their CWPS training. Our aim is

to continue with one workshop every 4-6 weeks with a

mixture of virtual and classroom sessions delivered when

restrictions allow.

CLUB PACK

The RDOs have now completed the rewriting of the Club

Pack. This has seen the team strip out quite a lot of

unnecessary communication within the pack therefore

making it a more useable document overall. This will

remain a working document and be updated as and when

required.

Boxing Scotland Newsletter. The development team have

continued to publish a Monthly Newsletter since it was

launched in March, which seeks to bring together the most

important news and information from the prior weeks to

make it easier for clubs to keep abreast of important

information and updates from the Governing Body. We

have since made this available in PDF form to be

downloaded from the Boxing Scotland website, in addition

to the original e-mail format.

ANTHONY JOSHUA FUND

We had a generous donation from Anthony Joshua to

support grassroots boxing. A panel was established for

collating all applications from clubs and making them

available to the funding panel, for which a member of the

development team assisted. They were responsible for

liaising back and forth with clubs both during the application

process and afterwards to let them know if they had been.

SUCCESSFUL OR UNSUCCESSFUL

All money has now been distributed. There will be a follow

up with a couple of good news media articles from

successful clubs to go with previous media releases

regarding the fund, which have been extremely well

received.

UK-wide Performance and Talent Equality and Inclusion.

The development team have been working closely with

Sheffield Hallam University’s Sport Industry Research

Centre (SIRC) who were commissioned by sportscotland

to collect inclusion data relating to athletes, coaches and

members of the workforce involved with supporting the

Talent and High-Performance Pathway. The data collection

process began to investigate the inclusion landscape within

the talent and performance pathways. It involves gathering

data that National governing bodies already hold regarding

characteristics of their members. This includes, where

available, gender, ethnicity, age, nationality, education,

gender identity, sexuality, first language, religion, and

postcode. An additional interesting item is the postcode

data which could be beneficial to Boxing Scotland with

trying to support athletes from areas in the top 20% of

social deprivation. The Home Nations and UK Sport are

collaborating in this research to identify exactly what

groups are being engaged by talent pathways and in which

sports, so we can collectively investigate the barriers to

inclusion and implement change. The baseline that this

research establishes will also serve as a gauge in which to

measure future interventions aimed at engaging

underrepresented groups into sport and talent pathways.

UKAD COMPLIANCE

We are currently working hard in ensuring Boxing Scotland

becomes 100% UK Anti-Doping compliant. Our goal is to

produce a set of protocols and a Boxing Scotland Anti-

Doping Education Strategy and Implementation plan. An

assurance framework will be built up by supplying

evidence and recording documentation, training, and

education. More importantly, by ensuring Boxing Scotland

has a dedicated up to date Anti-doping page on the website.

UK Anti-Doping is an active participant in the global fight

against doping in sport and is the national body responsible

for creating a UK-wide environment of confidence in clean

sport. Whether that is in competition, training, or

spectating, they are working for everyone who enjoys the

sport. In the UK, they ensure sport’s governing bodies

comply with the World Anti-Doping Code through

implementation and management of the UK’s National

Anti-Doping Policy.

In addition to UKAD, three members of staff were recently

awarded their education training certificates following

completion of the ITA Anti-Doping Course for International

Federations through AIBA.
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INVESTMENT AND
FINANCE

INVESTMENT AND
FINANCE

The Boxing Scotland Board and staff are committed to actively managing our finances. The Boxing Scotland Finance and Audit

Committee monitor, control, and ensure good governance and identify the main risks to the board from a financial perspective. We

will continue to strive and improve our sources of finance and controlling spend between our Performance, Development and

Effective Organisation delivery areas in order to ensure there are sufficient resources available to support our key objectives.

To provide further context with regards to our annual funding, the table displayed below shows the current cycle core

annual investment received annually from sportscotland. For awareness, and of note, the funding we receive now is far

greater, set against previous years, for example; the 2018-2019 line in performance, shows a figure of £388,333, which was

essentially set against a tally of 5 medals. The figure of 2021-2022 shows a figure of £303,000, which although reduced, is

essentially improved set against a tally of 3 medals.

On the back of the COVID pandemic, we have had some

significant concerns in terms of when boxing would/will

recommence back in the UK collectively. Clearly the impact

across the UK has had a knock-on effect with the Host

Nations. That said, we now see that light at the end of the

COVID tunnel, and with our continued support across all

stakeholder activity, we feel confident that business will be

conducted ‘as usual’ throughout 2022 and beyond.

Of note, as international tournaments invitations begin to

arrive again, we must be very mindful of the restrictions

that are in place; this includes the re-budgeting for certain

changes that could literally occur overnight.

As an overview and noting the concerns regarding COVID,

over the year to 31 March 2021 we had a financial deficit

of £117,800. There are a number of contributing factors

causing the deficit:

• A complete review of assets and stock was

undertaken, from the process £78K of assets were

written off to reflect a true position in the balance sheet

• Boxing Scotland Ltd took the decision to apply a

discount of 50% to member club registrations and

affiliations in order to support clubs through COVID 19,

as a result there was a reduction in income of £42K

• As no competitions took place throughout the season,

we had a drop in permit income of £6K

• Due to the lack of coaching courses, we had a net

reduction of £27K

• To Boxing Scotland’s credit, no staff were furloughed

during the pandemic; this decision was taken to

support the clubs in gaining as much funding as was

possible by using the RDOs to assist and guide moving

forward

It should also be noted that due to the decisions taken to

review and write off assets from the Boxing Scotland

balance sheet, Boxing Scotland, through a number of

documented requests, and with the support of

sportscotland, were able to qualify for a COVID Recovery

Fund. The final totals within the fund came to a figure of

£94,464; 40% of the fund is a non-repayable grant, with the

remainder to be paid back, interest free, with effect from 1

June 2023 over a 4-year period.

FUNDING YEAR PERFORMANCE DEVELOPMENT STRONG PARTNERS TOTAL

2018-2019 ** £388,333 £173,333 £95,334 £657,000

2019-2020 £303,000 £200,100 £84,000 £587,100

2020-2021 £303,000 £200,100 £84,000 £587,100

2021-2022 ** £303,000 £200,100 £84,000 £587,100
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BOXING SCOTLAND
BOARD AND STAFFING
STRUCTURE

A LOOK FORWARD TO
FUTURE EVENTS

BOXING SCOTLAND BOARD AND STAFFING STRUCTURE

CHAIR

Kevin Bell

DIRECTORS

Martin Henry

Leslie-Anne Junner

Darryl Broadfoot

Frank Delaney

Willie Burns

EFFECTIVE ORGANISATION

CEO – Chris Roberts

Head of Operations – Marianne Crichton

PERFORMANCE TEAM

Performance Director & Joint National Coach – Craig McEvoy

Joint National Coach – Mike Keane

Development and Regional Coordinator – Niall Clarke

Sporting Futures Apprentice Coach – Stephen Simmons

Day coach assistant – Ricky Burns

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT OFFICERS (RDOS)

West RDO – Paul Coleman

North RDO – Ben Holme

East RDO – Stewart Ferguson

BACK TO BOXING – SCOTLAND

(PILOT EVENT)

Saturday 21August 2021

SCHOOLS AND JUNIORS 2021

Saturday 18 and Sunday 19September 2021

Saturday 25 Sunday 26September 2021

INTERMEDIATES 2021

Saturday 16 and Sunday 17October 2021

PERFORMANCE TEAM INTERNATIONAL

DUALMATCH – TRAINING CAMP

Thursday 7– Sunday 17October 2021

(Training Camp)

Saturday 16 October 2021 (Dual Match)

NOVICES 2022

Saturday 5 and Sunday 6February 2022

Saturday 12 and Sunday 13February 2022

YOUTH AND ELITES 2022

Saturday 19 and Sunday 20March 2022

Saturday 26 and Sunday 27March 2022

ELITE FINALS (ONLY)

Saturday 9April 2022

GB THREE NATIONS

Summer 2022 – to be confirmed (TBC)

DISTRICT CHAMPIONSHIPS

Dates, timings, and location – to be confirmed

(TBC)

PERFORMANCE TEAM INTERNATIONAL

DUALMATCH – TRAINING CAMP 2022

Dates and timings – to be confirmed (TBC)

Thank you again for taking the

time to read the Boxing

Scotland Annual Report 2021;

should you have any questions

pertaining to the report, then

please feel free to send in to

our enquiries address at

enquiries@boxingscotland.org




